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BITE INDICATION

BITE INDICATION
Over the coming pages we’ll be showcasing our full range of products associated with bite indication. These 

include not just our top-selling, multi-award-winning bite alarms, but also an array of indicators, such as our 

Swingers and bobbins. You’ll fi nd bite alarms to suit diff erent budgets, along with our Black Label range of 

indicators that combine incredible looks with practical functionality.

Last year we launched the RX+ bite alarms. The popularity of these alarms has been nothing short of mind-blowing. 

As a result, they remain in the range and will do so for many years to come. Such was the popularity and quality of 

the products showcased in this section of last year’s catalogue, the only additions we’ve made are the incredibly 

sexy, new Black Label Mini Swingers, which have served to breathe new life into the classic Swinger design. 
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MICRON® RX+®

  Weatherproof sealed case

  Digital circuitry

  D-Tec™ Plus Sensing System (DTSS)

  Low battery drain

  CNC-machined Tru-Run™ roller wheel 

  Twin multi-colour LEDs (Red, Green, Blue, Orange, 
Purple & White)

  On / Off toggle switch with 2 operational modes (day 
and night)

  When in night mode both LEDs will subtly glow in your 
chosen colour

  High-quality cone speaker

  Rigid 3/8” stainless steel thread

  Rod-friendly rubber inlays

  Indexed ergonomic control for volume (8 different 
levels with lowest setting being 
completely silent)

  Indexed ergonomic control for tone (eight different 
tone settings: turn dial clockwise to raise pitch and 
anti-clockwise to lower pitch)

  Indexed ergonomic control for Intelligent Sensitivity 
featuring see-saw elimination (eight different sensitivity 
settings – see below sensitivity table for comparison 
to NTX-R)

  Range test function allows user to check RX+ Receiver is 
picking up RX+ Head at any given range

  Low battery warning (LED colour changes to cyan 
indicating it is time to replace batteries)

  Power Out Socket (2.5mm) for use with illuminated 
Swingers 

  Supplied with two compression washer options: rigid 
and soft with an additional spare soft washer per unit

  Requires 2 x AA batteries

  Ultra-Long Range™

  Digital circuitry

  Low battery drain

  Battery life indication when receiver is switched on 
(4 x green LEDs indicates full/close to full, 3 x green 
LEDs indicate the batteries are used, but do not need 
replacing, 2 x orange LEDs indicate the batteries are 
becoming low, 1 x red LED indicates batteries are low 
and need replacing)

  Low battery warning (LEDs will flash cyan periodically, 
indicating the batteries need replacing)

  Alarm low battery warning (when RX+ head turns to low 
battery warning, so will the receiver for that particular 
alarm, again changing colour to cyan)

  Vibration alert function (via switch on rear)

  Bivvy light function (via switch on rear, see below for 
more details)

  Anti-theft alarm 

  Easy RX+ Micron registration (via switch at rear)

  Indicator LEDs with Colour Sync™

  On/Off & volume control

  High-quality cone speaker

  Lanyard attachment point

  Requires 3 x AA batteries

MICRON® RX+® RECEIVER

Presentation Sets 
available

Twin multi-colour 
LEDs with Colour 

Sync

Digital
circuitry 

On/Off toggle
switch 

Rod-friendly 
rubber inlays

Tone 

High-quality 
cone speaker

Volume

Sensitivity 

*RRP

CEI160 Micron RX+ Receiver £199.99 

*RRP

CEI159 Micron RX+ £199.99 

CEI156 Micron RX+ 2 Rod Set £529.99

CEI157 Micron RX+ 3 Rod Set £649.99

CEI158 Micron RX+ 4 Rod Set £799.99

BIVVY
LIGHT FUNCTION

  The indication lights on the receiver will be 
dimmed slightly to prevent the receiver emitting 
too much light whilst the bivvy light is active

  The bivvy light will only come on if three bite 
triggers are received in quick succession, to prevent 
liners and false indication turning your bivvy light 
on unnecessarily

  The bivvy light will fade into full brightness and 
remain on whilst the alarm continues to send 
trigger signals to the receiver. The light will fade out 
to nothing in the 5 seconds after the trigger lights 
have gone out on the receiver, as long as no more 
indications are received

When the bivvy light feature is turned on via the 
switch on the back of the receiver, it will behave in 
the following ways:

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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BITE INDICATION

MICRON® MXr+ 

  Based on original MX+ alarm

  Built-in I-Com Transmitter Technology

  5mm blue, red, green and orange LEDs available 

  Two-stage sensitivity 

  Tru-Run roller wheel for super slick bite detection

  Cone speaker for enhanced sound quality 

  Indexed tone adjustment knob 

  Indexed volume adjustment knob 

  Power out socket (for use with illuminated Swingers)

  Rubber ear inlays

  D-Tec Sensing System (DTSS) eliminates the need for 
the reed switches used in other alarms, making it much 
more durable

  Powered by 2 x AAA batteries

  Low battery drain

  Hard cases supplied

  All blue presentation sets available in 2-rod, 3-rod 
and 4-rod 

  Red, orange and green 3-rod presentation set available

  Red, orange, green and blue 4-rod presentation set 
available

MICRON® Mr+ 

  Based on original M+ alarm

  Built-in I-Com Transmitter Technology

  5mm red LED 

  Indexed volume adjustment knob 

  Tru-Run roller wheel for super slick bite detection

  Power out socket (for use with Illuminated Swingers)

  Piezo speaker for clear sound 

  Rubber ear inlays

  Micro Transmitter

  D-Tec Sensing System (DTSS) eliminates the need for 
the reed switches used in other alarms making it much 
more durable

  Powered by 2 x AAA batteries

  Low battery drain

  Hard cases supplied

  Available in 2-rod, 3-rod and 4-rod presentation sets

  Single heads also available separately

*RRP

CEI141 Micron MXr+ 2-Rod Presentation Set  £299.99 

CEI142 Micron MXr+ 3-Rod Presentation Set  £399.99 

CEI143 Micron MXr+ 4-Rod Presentation Set  £475.00 

CEI153 Micron MXr+ 3 Rod Multi Colour Set  £399.99 

CEI154 Micron MXr+ 4 Rod Multi Colour Set  £499.99 

*RRP

CEI137 Micron Mr+ 2-Rod Presentation Set  £199.99 

CEI138 Micron Mr+ 3-Rod Presentation Set  £249.99 

CEI139 Micron Mr+ 4-Rod Presentation Set  £325.00 

CEI140 Micron Mr+ Single Head  £74.99 

Presentation 
Sets available

Both models feature a Tru-Run roller 
wheel for slick bite detection

Cone speaker on MXr+ for enhanced 
sound quality 

Both models come supplied with a hard 
case for proection in transit

FEATURES

Fox2019_2-13_BITE IND.indd   6 14/12/2018   10:44:36
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MICRON® M+

  5mm red LED 

  Indexed volume adjustment knob 

  1 x power out socket

  1 x transmitter out socket 

  Piezo speaker for clear sound 

  Rubber ear inlays

  Micro transmitter

  D-Tec Sensing System (DTSS) eliminates the need for 
the reed switches used in other alarms making it much 
more durable

  Powered by 2 x AAA batteries

  Free hard case supplied

MICRON® MX+

  5mm blue LED 

  Two-stage sensitivity 

  Cone speaker for enhanced sound quality 

  Indexed tone adjustment knob 

  Indexed volume adjustment knob 

  1 x power out socket (for use with illuminated Swingers)

  1 x transmitter out socket 

  Rubber ear inlays

  D-Tec Sensing System (DTSS) eliminates the need for 
the reed switches used in other alarms making it much 
more durable

  Powered by 2 x AAA batteries

  Long battery life

  Free hard case supplied

*RRP

CEI119 Micron M+  £34.99 

*RRP

CEI120 Micron MX+  £49.99 

ALARM COMPARISON CHART MICRON® 
RXr+®

MICRON® 
MXr+

MICRON® 
Mr+

MICRON®

MX+
MICRON® 

M+

Built in Radio � � � - �

Volume Control � � � � �

Tone Control � � - � -

Intelligent™ Sensitivity (number of postitions) �  � 2 -  � 2 -

D-Tec™ Sensing System (DTSS) � � � � �

LED Colours (M=Multi-colour, B=Blue, R=Red) M M R B R

Night Mode � - - - -

Drop Back Diff erentiation � - - - -

Power Out Socket � � � � �

Extension Box Socket - - - � �

Low Level Battery Warning � � � � -

Battery 2x AA 2x AAA 2x AAA 2x AAA 2x AAA

Receiver/Transmitter Rating

Cone Speaker � � - � -

Piezo Speaker - - � - �

Easy Micron Registration � - - - -

Colour Sync � - - - -

Anti-Theft Alarm � - - - -

*RRP £199.99  £94.99  £74.99  £49.99  £34.99

Our sensors guarantee instant bite 
detection and rubber inlays in the ‘ears’ 
eliminate rod slippage

Two accessory outputs: one a power out 
for use with illuminated indicators, the 
other a transmitter output for use with 
the TX-R Micro

Classic Micron styling with an easy-
to-use front toggle on/off switch and 
hi-visibility raised 5mm LEDs

FEATURES

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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Black Label bite indicators were designed to complement our 
market-leading Black Label bankware range and really do combine style 
with functionality. 
One of the main bene� ts of the Black Label range is that you 
can purchase a set of bobbins for a relatively low price and then 
customise them to suit the angling situation you are faced with by 
utilising our Custom Indicator System (C.I.S). 

BITE INDICATION

DUMPY BOBBIN 
  Classic old school look

  Injection moulded opaque coloured main body 
with two transparent isotope windows

  Isotope windows allow you view glow from the 
sides or from the front

  Unique indented cap is removable allowing the 
isotopes to be inserted and also allows the you to 
perfectly align the line clip and isotope windows

  Weighs 13g

  Supplied with brass weight insert that can be 
added to the body to bring total weight to 20g

  Available in Red, Orange, Green, Blue, Purple, 
White and Black

  6ins black anodised ball chain

  Machined black aluminium hockey stick connection

  Ideal for medium to long range

*RRP

CBI097 Dumpy Bobbin Red £14.99

CBI098 Dumpy Bobbin Orange £14.99

CBI099 Dumpy Bobbin Green £14.99

CBI100 Dumpy Bobbin Blue £14.99

CBI101 Dumpy Bobbin Purple £14.99

CBI102 Dumpy Bobbin White £14.99

CBI103 Dumpy Bobbin Black £14.99

STEALTH BOBBIN 

  Machined aluminium body 

  Memory-free 6ins super soft black Dacron cord with 
machined black aluminium hockey stick connection

  Cord can be shortened if necessary

  Narrow mid-section with isotope viewing slots allows 
glow from isotope to be seen from all angles 

  Ideal for slack line fishing at short range and semi-slack 
line fishing at medium range

  Features unique Black Label Slik Bobbin Clip, which can 
fix to line for greater sensitivity, but can also be left free 
running should you wish

  Line tension can be adjusted by tightening or loosening 
clip on the body 

  Weighs 5g

  Colours can be changed at any time by purchasing 
individual Slik Bobbin Clips and removing the black 
collar they are supplied with

*RRP

CBI088 Stealth Bobbin Red £12.99

CBI089 Stealth Bobbin Orange £12.99

CBI090 Stealth Bobbin Green £12.99

CBI091 Stealth Bobbin Blue £12.99

CBI092 Stealth Bobbin Purple £12.99

CBI093 Stealth Bobbin White £12.99

CBI094 Stealth Bobbin Black £12.99

NEW

MINI SWINGER
  Based on the design of the iconic Fox Swinger MK3 but 
with a shorter arm (45mm less) and reduced head size 
(40% smaller)

  Also features a Black Label hockey stick thread 
attachment instead of traditional Swinger Plate making 
for less bulk and quick interchange with different Black 
Label indicators

  16 gram sliding weight on arm  

  Matt black anodised coating on arm and weight 

  Fixed line gate system

   Rubber shock absorbers on bottom of the head

  Opaque finish on head 

  Head features isotope slot (for use with the Black Label 
Micro Isotope) 

  Great all-round indicator for fishing with slack, semi-
slack and tight lines

  Especially good for eliminating
false indications in windy conditions 

  Available in 7 colours:
Red, Orange, Green, Blue, Black, Purple and White 

*RRP

CSI068 Mini Swinger Red £17.99

CSI069 Mini Swinger Orange £17.99

CSI070 Mini Swinger Green £17.99

CSI071 Mini Swinger Blue £17.99

CSI072 Mini Swinger Black £17.99

CSI073 Mini Swinger Purple £17.99

CSI074 Mini Swinger  White £17.99

CSI075 Mini Swinger Presentation Case £14.99

Presentation Case
available separately
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SLIK® BOBBIN CLIPS *RRP

CBI058 Black Label Bobbin Clip White  £3.99 

CBI059 Black Label Bobbin Clip Blue  £3.99

CBI060 Black Label Bobbin Clip Red  £3.99

CBI061 Black Label Bobbin Clip Purple  £3.99

CBI062 Black Label Bobbin Clip Green  £3.99

CBI063 Black Label Bobbin Clip Black  £3.99

CBI084 Black Label Bobbin Clip Orange  £3.99

  Can be used to convert a standard Black Label Bobbin 
into a Slik Bobbin for greater sensitivity 

  Adjustable collar to change tightness of clip for 
differing line diameters

  Also enables you to customise your Slik Bobbins with 
different colour heads 

  Available in Green, Red, White, Blue, Black, Purple 
and Orange

MICRO HEAD *RRP

CBI046 Black Label Micro Head White  £3.99 

CBI047 Black Label Micro Head Blue  £3.99 

CBI048 Black Label Micro Head Red  £3.99 

CBI049 Black Label Micro Head Purple  £3.99 

CBI050 Black Label Micro Head Green  £3.99 

CBI051 Black Label Micro Head Gunsmoke  £3.99 

CBI082 Black Label Micro Head Orange  £3.99 

  Very sexy, miniature bobbin head

  Measure just 16mm long

  Perfect for fishing slack lines at short range

  Allows you to convert standard and Slik Bobbins 
into much smaller, lighter bobbin in seconds 

  Available in Green, Red, White, Blue, 
Gunsmoke, Purple and Orange

COLOURED BALL CLIPS
  Opaque ball clips available in seven colours: 
Red, Orange, Green, Blue, Purple, White and Black

  Adjustable tension collar

  Allows you to match your bobbin clip to the bobbin 
body and the bite alarm LED

  Can be used with all Black Label Bobbins 
(except the Stealth models)

*RRP

CBI111 Coloured Ball Clip Red £4.49

CBI112 Coloured Ball Clip Orange £4.49

CBI113 Coloured Ball Clip Green £4.49

CBI114 Coloured Ball Clip Blue £4.49

CBI115 Coloured Ball Clip Purple £4.49

CBI116 Coloured Ball Clip White £4.49

CBI117 Coloured Ball Clip Black £4.49

COLOURED PIVOTING 
BALL CLIPS

  Opaque pivoting clips available in seven colours: 
Red, Orange, Green, Blue, Purple, White and Black

  Allows you to match your bobbin clip to the bobbin 
body and the bite alarm LED

  Can be used with all Black Label Bobbins 
(except the Stealth models)

*RRP

CBI104 Pivoting Ball Clip Red £5.99

CBI105 Pivoting Ball Clip Orange £5.99

CBI106 Pivoting Ball Clip Green £5.99

CBI107 Pivoting Ball Clip Blue £5.99

CBI108 Pivoting Ball Clip Purple £5.99

CBI109 Pivoting Ball Clip White £5.99

CBI110 Pivoting Ball Clip Black £5.99

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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BITE INDICATION

TITANIUM QUIVER ARMS

  Titanium wire quivers for ultimate bite indication 

  Compatible with all Slim Black Label heads

  Recommended for use with Micro Heads with either a 
Pivoting Ball Clip or standard Coloured Ball Clip

  3 diameters available to suit the range you fish at: 
Super Soft for short/medium range, Medium for 
medium/long range and Stiff for long/extreme range

  Super Soft enables you to fish with semi-slack lines

  Can be used in conjunction with the Black Label 
Adjustable Hockey Stick to create the optimum tension 
for most fishing situations 

*RRP

CBI085 Titanium Quivers Soft £5.99

CBI086 Titanium Quivers Medium £5.99

CBI087 Titanium Quivers Stiff £5.99

STEALTH CORD

  Memory-free 6ins super soft and lightweight black 
Dacron cord

  Can be cut down to a shorter length should you require

  Perfect for slack line fishing at short range and 
semi-slack fishing at medium range

*RRP

CBI096 6” Stealth Cord £4.99

CHAIN LINK

  6ins black anodised link chain

  Complements Black Label bankware range

  Ideal for short to medium range fishing 

*RRP

CBI095 6” Chain Link £4.99

MINI SWINGER ARM 
  Based on traditional Swinger design

  Pivot points at both ends for extra sensitivity 

  Black, anodised finish 

  Ideal for windy conditions

  Complements Black Label bankware range
*RRP

CBI066 Black Label Mini Swinger Arm  £6.99 

ISOTOPES  

  Enables your indicator head to have a subtle glow in 
the dark/low light

  Available in three sizes: 3mm x 25mm, 
2mm x 12mm and the new 2mm x 15mm, which is 
designed to fit the Black Label Mini Swinger

  Only available in United Kingdom

*RRP

CLI006 Isotope 3x25mm  £13.99 

CLI007 Isotope 2x12mm  £7.99 

CLI008 Isotope 2x15mm  NEW  £10.99 

Fox2019_2-13_BITE IND.indd   10 14/12/2018   10:45:59
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POWER GRIP LINE CLIPS

  CAD-designed line clips that hold line 
securely without causing any damage

  Line sits in small recess behind arm 
of clip so it is not damaged

  Rubber inlay prevents clip from damaging rod blank

  Available in two colours: White and Orange

  Available in two sizes: Small and Large

  Three clips per packet *RRP

CAC594 Line Clips Small x3 White  £8.99 

CAC595 Line Clips Small x3 Orange  £8.99 

CAC596 Line Clips Large x3 White  £8.99 

ADJUSTABLE ROD CLIPS

  Designed for fishing bow-string tight lines with quiver 
style indicators 

  Adjustable tensioning dial to accommodate low 
diameter monofilament and braid

  Can also be used with light bobbins when fishing 
slacker lines for increased bite indication 

  One size to fit all rods (ensure rod blank is clean 
before attaching) 

  Increases the angle in the line for improved 
visual indication 

  Interchangeable black ball clips (allows you to 
customise with new coloured Black Label Ball Clips 
should you wish)

*RRP

CBI124 Adjustable Rod Clips x2 £7.99

SLIM WEIGHTS

  Allows you to increase weight of slim heads 
supplied on Bobbin and Slik Bobbin

  Weigh 5g each

  Two weights supplied per packet

  ‘Hardwearing’, black anodised finish 

  Complements Black Label bankware range

*RRP

CBI064 Slim Weights 5g x2  £3.99 

HOCKEY STICK 
  Constructed from hard-wearing injection 
moulded black plastic

  Can be used with Black Label Springer Arm, 
Swinger Arm, Dacron Cord, Ball Chain or Link Chain

  Easy to use screw thread

*RRP

CBI072 Black Label Hockey Stick x1  £3.99 

ADJUSTABLE 
HOCKEY STICKS

  Injection moulded hard-wearing black plastic

  Adjustable stick allows you to set the tension you 
require from your bite indicator – simply screw your 
chosen cord, chain or quiver arm into place to lock the 
hockey stick in position

*RRP

CBI118 Adjustable Hockey Stick £4.99

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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BITE INDICATION

MK2 ILLUMINATED SWINGER
  Matt black anodised coating on arm and weight

  Illuminates when connected to bite 
alarm with power out facility 

  Head display mimics Micron LED to 
signal drop back indication

  Streamlined Micron attachment tabs

  Rubber shock absorbers on bottom of head

  Widened front end for increased visibility 

  Spring-loaded adjustable tensioning system

  Fixed line gate system

  80g sliding collar weight 

  Light-reactive acrylic indicator head 

  Betalight Slot

  Available in Red, Orange, Green, Blue, 
Black and new Purple colour options

  3-Rod presentation set available 
(Red, Orange and Green)

  4-Rod presentation set available 
(Red, Orange, Green and Blue)

  Swinger Case also available separately 

*RRP

CSI049 MK2 Illuminated Swinger Red  £42.99 

CSI050 MK2 Illuminated Swinger Orange  £42.99 

CSI051 MK2 Illuminated Swinger Green  £42.99 

CSI052 MK2 Illuminated Swinger Blue  £42.99 

CSI053 MK2 Illuminated Swinger Black  £42.99 

CSI063 MK2 Illuminated Swinger Purple  £42.99 

CSI054 MK2 Illuminated Swinger 3-Rod Set  £144.99 

CSI055 MK2 Illuminated Swinger 4-Rod Set  £189.99 

CSI058 MK2 Illuminated Swinger Case  £17.99 

Available in 3-rod and 4-rod 
presentation sets
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MK3 SWINGER
  Matt black anodised coating on arm and weight

  Streamlined Micron attachment tabs

  Fixed-line gate system

  Rubber shock absorbers on bottom of head

  Widened front end for increased visibility 

  Light reactive acrylic indicator head 

  Betalight slot

  50g Sliding weight allows tension on line to be adjusted 

  Available in Red, Orange, Green, Blue, 
Black and new Purple colour options

  3-Rod presentation set available 
(Red, Orange and Green)

  4-Rod presentation set available 
(Red, Orange, Green and Blue)

  Swinger Case also available separately

*RRP

CSI042 MK3 Swinger Red  £29.99 

CSI043 MK3 Swinger Orange  £29.99 

CSI044 MK3 Swinger Green  £29.99 

CSI045 MK3 Swinger Blue  £29.99 

CSI046 MK3 Swinger Black  £29.99 

CSI062 MK3 Swinger Purple  £29.99 

CSI047 MK3 Swinger 3-Rod Set (R,O,G)  £99.99 

CSI048 MK3 Swinger 4-Rod Set (R,O,G,B)  £124.99 

CSI057 MK3 Swinger Case  £17.99 

MICRO SWINGER
  Matt black anodised coating on arm and weight

  Compact stainless steel arm for greater 
sensitivity at short and medium range 

  Adjustable line clip system 

  Low-friction gate on head

  42g sliding collar weight 

  Light-reactive acrylic indicator head 

  Betalight slot

  Available in Red, Orange, Green, Blue, 
Black and new Purple colour options

  3-Rod presentation set available 
(Red, Orange and Green)

  4-Rod presentation set available 
(Red, Orange, Green and Blue)

  Swinger Case also available separately

*RRP

CSI035 Micro Swinger Red  £15.99 

CSI036 Micro Swinger Orange  £15.99 

CSI037 Micro Swinger Green  £15.99 

CSI038 Micro Swinger Blue  £15.99 

CSI039 Micro Swinger Black  £15.99 

CSI061 Micro Swinger Purple  £15.99 

CSI040 Micro Swinger 3-Rod Set (R,O,G)  £54.99 

CSI041 Micro Swinger 4-Rod Set (R,O,G,B)  £69.99 

Available in 3-rod and 
4-rod presentation sets

Available in 3-rod and 
4-rod presentation sets

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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ROD SUPPORT
Here at Fox, we don’t make tackle for just one particular type of carp angler. We are a brand that tries our best to 

make products that appeal to anglers of all orientations. Whether you fi sh long sessions or short, lakes or rivers, 

small venues or large, target the biggest of carp or simply enjoy getting bites, our vast array of products will 

cover your needs. One area where this philosophy shines through is our rod support portfolio. The range covers 

a wide variety of angling situations, ensuring that whatever your preferred approach, you’re sure to fi nd the 

perfect product.

In the coming pages you’ll not only fi nd a variety of rod pod designs that cover small venues right up to 

the largest, most extreme waters, but also banksticks and buzz bars. In addition, we also off er accessories 

such as back rests, snag ears and stabilisers to ensure the complete package is available.

ROD SUPPORT
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SKY POD® - 3 ROD

  Purposely engineered to give incredible stability 
when fishing on large continental lakes and big 
powerful rivers

  Body length adjustable to suit all standard rod lengths

  Adjustable leg splay

  Rods may be positioned anywhere from below the 
horizontal to almost the vertical plane

  Rear buzz bar can be positioned along the length of 
the body

  Profiled aluminium body and buzz bars guarantee a 
wobble-free set up

  Complete with FREE carry case

*RRP

RP3573 Sky Pod 3-Rod and Carry Bag £349.99

The uniquely-shaped body of the Sky 
Pod guarantees a solid set up with cam 
loks giving secure adjustment

Ergonomically-designed thumbscrews 
allow precise pitch adjustment of the 
buzz bars

FEATURES

SKY POD® BUTT CAP
*RRP

RP3576 Sky Pod Butt Caps £7.99

Includes 
carry case

Length Dimensions:
from 105cm to 205cm

Height Dimensions:
from 16.5cm to 94cm (short legs) 
from 114cm to 192cm (long legs)

Width Dimensions:
76cm to 140cm (between long legs)

Brass threads for secure fix of alarms and 
back rests

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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ROD SUPPORT

RANGER® MK2 POD
3 ROD & 4 ROD

  One of the most versatile rod pods ever made!

  Unique leg locking mechanism – to fully unscrew the legs to 
change angle (only 2.5 rotations needed)

  Strong legs for reduced ‘flex’

  Legs have 6 angle positions for extreme versatility 

  Ability to be converted from a standard Ranger Pod leg 
configuration to a Quad Pod configuration (4 legged 
tri-pod) by taking the legs from each end and moving 
them to the middle of the frame through the use of 
specially supplied shims

  Legs supplied measure 40cm, 45cm & 120cm

  4 x Karabiner mounting points to tie/weigh down the pod

  Double Cam levers

  Black tubes and framework for extra stability

  All brass threaded fittings (no oxidisation)

  Supplied with carry case that has a full length zip and 
large front storage pocket

  Perfect for all terrains and venue types including the 
largest continental lakes and rivers

  2-rod buzzer bars are available to purchase separately

Six angle positions on legs for greater 
flexibility

FEATURES

*RRP

CRP030 Ranger Mk2 Pod 3-Rod Kit £299.99

CRP031 Ranger Mk2 Pod 4-Rod Kit £309.99

HORIZON® DUO POD
3 ROD & 4 ROD

  Twin rail design gives extra stability 

  Four leg position angles (allowing for rod tips to be 
pointing towards sky for long range fishing)

  Double Cam levers

  2 x Karabiner mounting points to tie/weigh down the pod

  All brass thread fittings (no oxidisation)

  Rubber ‘bumper’ on ‘head’ moulding to protect your 
swinger head once it detaches from line and hits pod

  Standard leg lengths 33cm & 25cm

  3-rod and 4-rod versions available

  Carry case as standard - incorporating; a full length zip 
and built-in storage for additional XL legs. Carry case 
also has snag ear straps so they can be unscrewed from 
the buzzer bars and stored safely

*RRP

CRP027 Horizon Duo 3-Rod Pod £139.99

CRP028 Horizon Duo 4-Rod Pod £149.99

RANGER® MK2
2X BUZZ BARS

*RRP

CRP032 Ranger Mk2 2-Rod Buzz Bars £34.99

HORIZON® DUO 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS

  2-Rod buzzer bars available separately.

  36ins XL Legs (to allow the Euro style ‘tips up’ 
arrangement)

*RRP

CRP029 Horizon Duo 2-Rod Buzz Bars £34.99

CRP033 Horizon Duo 36ins Legs x 2 £29.99

Includes 
carry case

Includes 
carry case

Double-tube framework for extra 
stability, which is fully adjustable
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*RRP

CRP029 Horizon Duo 2-Rod Buzz Bars £34.99

CRP033 Horizon Duo 36ins Legs x 2 £29.99

STALKER® + POD
  One of Europe’s biggest selling rod pods

  Lightweight aluminium tube frame is ideal for mobile 
and static angler alike 

  Main central body is fully adjustable 

  All four legs are extendable to aid the pods’ versatility 
and stability

  Supplied with both 2-rod and 3-rod buzz bars

  Three leg positions - forward, central and back 

  Supplied with FREE carry case *RRP

CRP022 Stalker+ Pod £99.99

X-POD®+
  Cost-effective pod that is sturdy, reliable and practical 

  Scissor-action opening 

  Low centre of gravity and goalpost design 
makes this a very stable set up

  Fox Cam Lok fittings 

  Complete with front and rear height adjustable 
banksticks measuring 30 and 25cm respectively 

  Includes a pair of 3-rod Rod Lok buzz bars 

  Adjustable length

  Ultra-lightweight and compact design
*RRP

RP3495 X Pod Plus £124.99

A-POD+TM

  Based on same design as Stalker Plus pod but 
without the extending legs and two rod buzz bars

  Ideal for newcomers and anglers on tight budgets 
that still want Fox quality 

  Extendable body

  Lightweight aluminium frame

  Three leg positions

  Supplied with 3-rod buzz bars

  Supplied with FREE carry case
*RRP

CRP023 A-Pod + £69.99

Easy to adjust cams on the uprights make 
exact positioning of the buzz bars quick, 
easy and secure

Handy storage pockets on all 12ft and 
13ft Rod Cases

FEATURES

Three different leg positions can be 
selected - forward, central and back to 
suit your preference

Goalpost bankstick attachment ensures 
perfect rod positioning

Length of X-Pod can be adjusted via 
cam-lock mechanism

Includes 
carry case

Includes 
carry case

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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BLACK LABELTM 
COMPLETE 3 ROD POD

  Contains all the items needed to create a fully set up 
3-Rod Black Label Compact Rod Pod 

  Kit comprises: 1x Compact Pod, 2x 6ins/15cm Cam Lok 
Banksticks, 2x 9ins/23cm Cam-Lok Banksticks, 1x pair of 
3-Rod Fixed Buzz Bars and 1x Conversion Kit

  Perfect for anglers that fish on tough ground

  Supplied in neoprene protective case that stores 
all components and also features handy zipped 
compartment for storing bobbins etc 

*RRP

CRP035 Complete Pod 3 Rod Kit £179.99

BLACK LABELTM CAM LOK® BANKSTICKS

  Available in 6ins (15cm), 9ins (23cm), 12ins (30cm), 18ins 
(45cm), 24ins (60cm) and 36ins (90cm)

  Features Unique Fox Cam-Lok mechanism for strong 
grip when extended

  Works in conjunction with the new Black Label 
Compact Pod and all Black Label Buzz Bars

  Fits Black Label Stage Stand and Stabiliser perfectly 

  Hardwearing anodised black coating

  Lightweight yet incredibly strong

  Packaging made from 100% recycled cardboard

*RRP

CBS051 6ins/15cm Bankstick £10.99

CBS041 9ins/23cm Bankstick £12.99

CBS042 12ins/30cm Bankstick £14.99

CBS043 18ins/45cm Bankstick £16.99

CBS044 24ins/60cm Bankstick £17.99

CBS045 36ins/90cm Bankstick £19.99

Precision-moulded gears allow for 
compact pack down

FEATURES

Everything you need to create a 
3-Rod Pod

  Available in 9ins (23cm), 12ins (30cm), 18ins (45cm), 
24ins (60cm) and 36ins (90cm)

  Features Cam-Lok mechanism for strong grip 
when extended

  Supplied with T-bar for extra leverage when screwing 
into the toughest of ground 

  Works in conjunction all Black Label Buzz Bars

  Strong, hard-wearing and sharp Powerpoint spike on 
end for use on tough ground

  Hard-wearing anodised black coating

  Lightweight yet incredibly strong

  CANNOT be used with Black Label Stage Stand, 
Stabiliser or Compact Pod 

  Packaging made from 100% recycled cardboard

BLACK LABELTM CAM LOK® POWERPOINT® BANKSTICKS 

*RRP

CBS046 9ins/23cm £14.99

CBS047 12ins/30cm  £16.99

CBS048 18ins/45cm £18.99

CBS049 24ins/60cm £19.99

CBS050 36ins/90cm £21.99

Includes 
protective 
neoprene case
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  Designed to work with Conversion Kit to transform 
them into goalpost set-up (ideal for Black Label 
Compact Pod)

  Supplied with hard-wearing leather washer to give 
good purchase when tightening to bankstick

  Two sizes available: 2-Rod (4.5ins back/5ins front) and 
3-Rod (9ins back/10ins front) 

  Central screw thread can be removed and replaced with 
a blanking cap when being used as a goalpost setup

  Packaging made from 100% recycled cardboard

*RRP

CBB001 Black Label 2-Rod Fixed (Pair) £29.99

CBB002 Black Label 3-Rod Fixed (Pair) £34.99

CBB003 Black Label XL-Rod Fixed (Pair) £39.99

BLACK LABELTM FIXED BUZZ BARS 

  Inner tube has a flat side to prevent rotating inside 

  Collar and thread adjustment used instead of traditional 
thumbscrew 

  Designed to work with Conversion Kit to transform 
them into goal post set up (ideal for Black Label 
Compact Pod)

  Central screw thread can be removed when being used 
as a goalpost set-up

  Two sizes available: 2-Rod (4.5-6ins back, 5-7ins front) 
and 3-Rod (6-9ins back/7-10ins front) 

  Supplied with hard-wearing leather washer to give 
good purchase when tightening down to a bankstick

  Packaging made from 100% recycled cardboard

*RRP

CBB014 Black Label 2-Rod Adjustable (Pair) £34.99

CBB004 Black Label 3-Rod Adjustable (Pair) £49.99

CBB009 Black Label XL-Rod Adjustable (Pair) £49.99

BLACK LABELTM ADJUSTABLE BUZZ BARS  

  Narrower version of our best-selling Black Label fixed 
Buzz Bars allow for a more compact look 

  Available in 2-rod and 3-rod models

  Lightweight, anodised black aluminium 

  Designed to work with Black Label Conversion Kit to 
transform them into goalpost (ideal for the Black Label 
Compact Pod)

  Central screw thread can be removed and replaced with 
a blanking cap when being used as a goalpost set-up

  Supplied with a hard wearing leather washer to give 
good purchase when tightening to a bankstick

  Width: 2-rod 3.75in (95mm) rear and 4.3in (110mm) front, 
3-rod 7.5in (190mm) rear and 8.6ins (220mm) front 

*RRP

CBB019 Black Label 2-Rod Narrow (Pair) £29.99

CBB020 Black Label 3-Rod Narrow (Pair) £36.99

BLACK LABELTM NARROW FIXED BUZZ BARS  

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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BLACK LABELTM 

ANGLE ADAPTOR

  Made from anodized aluminium 

  Allows you to change angle of bite alarm 
or buzz bar, but keep your bankstick straight

  Aids bite indication when fishing with high rod tips

  Perfect for anglers fishing at long range on 
large lakes and also great for river anglers

  Packaging made from 100% recycled cardboard

*RRP

CBB018 Angle Adaptor £11.99

BLACK LABELTM

SPACERS

  Designed to give bite alarms increased clearance above 
Black Label Buzz Bar

  Supplied with three in a pack

  Made from chunky, black anodised aluminium

  Fits all Black Label Buzz Bars

  Packaging made from 100% recycled cardboard

*RRP

CBB010 Black Label Spacers x 3 £7.49

BLACK LABELTM

LEATHER WASHERS

  Give good purchase when tightening alarms to a 
bankstick/buzz bar or when screwing a buzz bar to a 
bankstick 

  Harder wearing than rubber and also less 
likely to perish or stretch

  Four washers per pack

  Packaging made from 100% recycled cardboard

*RRP

CBB006 Black Label Washers £3.99

BLACK LABELTM

CONVERSION KIT

  Designed to transform ALL Black Label buzz bars into 
goalposts

  Allows Black Label buzz bars and banksticks to work 
with the new Black Label Compact Pod

  Comprises 4 x threads, 2 x blanking caps 
and 1 x Allen key

  Packaging made from 100% recycled cardboard

*RRP

CBB007 Black Label Conversion Kit £6.99

  Designed to prevent banksticks from 
spinning in soft ground

  Works with all standard banksticks in Black Label 
range (not Powerpoint)

  Chunky thumbscrew secure stabiliser to 
bankstick and also looks the part

  Ideal for soft ground

  Packaging made from 100% recycled cardboard

*RRP

CBS011 Black Label Stabiliser £13.99

BLACK LABELTM  STABILISER
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  3ins insert that allows your rod tips to be fished as close 
to water’s surface as possible when fishing on wooden 
platforms 

  Works perfectly with Black Label Stage Stand

  Lightweight black anodised aluminium

  Packaging made from 100% recycled cardboard

*RRP

CBS013 Black Label Stage Stand Insert £6.49

BLACK LABELTM STAGE STAND INSERT

  Enables you to fish with banksticks on wooden 
platforms 

  Chunky thumbscrew for securing your bankstick firmly 
in position

  Screw supplied to secure stand to wood

  Works with Stage Stand Insert, standard Black Label 
Banksticks and Cam-Lock Black Label sticks (does not 
work with Powerpoint banksticks)

  Packaging made from 100% recycled cardboard

*RRP

CBS012 Black Label Stage Stand £15.99

BLACK LABELTM STAGE STAND 

BLACK LABELTM 
LINE GUARDS

  Designed to screw onto banksticks/storm 
poles to keep mainline safe from weed/debris 
when continental-style boat angling 

  Two models available: C-Guard and Y-Guard 

  Y-Guards are used to keep the line out of 
the water in a straight line, for example over 
a weedbed or debris in the margins

  C-Guards are used to adjust the angle of line around 
an obstacle, for example around marginal reeds/
rushes, or to create a safer line angle to the rod 
tip when fishing at extreme angles left or right 

  Both feature light reflective strip for easy 
location with head torch at night *RRP

CAC688 C-Line Guard  £10.99 

CAC689 Y-Line Guard  £10.99 

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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  Injection-moulded hard-wearing black plastic

  Adjustable stick allows you to set the tension you 
require from your bite indicator – simply screw your 
chosen cord, chain or quiver arm into place to lock 
the hockey stick in position

BLACK LABELTM 
ADJUSTABLE HOCKEY STICK

  Machined black anodised plate with integrated 
adjustable hockey stick

  Adjustable stick allows you to set the tension you 
require from your bite indicator – simply screw your 
chosen cord, chain or quiver arm into place to lock 
the hockey stick in position

  Allows current owners of Black Label Snag Ears 
to upgrade to the adjustable hockey stick with
minimal investment 

BLACK LABELTM 
ADJUSTABLE HOCKEY 
STICK PLATE

*RRP

CBI118 Adjustable Hockey Stick £4.99

*RRP

CBB021 Adjustable Hockey Stick Plate £13.49

  Machined black anodised plate with integrated 
adjustable hockey stick

  Adjustable stick allows you to set the tension you 
require from your bite indicator – simply screw your 
chosen cord, chain or quiver arm into place to lock the 
hockey stick in position

  Ears feature rubber overmould that offers protection to 
your rods

  Ears can be removed for transportation or if not 
required

BLACK LABELTM SNAG EAR 
& ADJUSTABLE HOCKEY STICK 

*RRP

CBB022 Snag Ear & Adjustable Hockey Stick £19.99

  Hockey stick built into snag ear plate for easy 
alarm and indicator alignment 

  Designed for Black Label indicators to be screwed onto

  Ears can be unscrewed to protect them in 
transit or when they are not needed

  Rubber over-moulds on the top half are 
designed to offer protection to your rod

  Designed to work with most bite alarms, 
especially our M series of Microns!

  Available in two sizes: standard and XL for 
fishing with rod tips high

  Packaging made from 100% recycled cardboard

*RRP

CBB011 Black Label Hockey Stick Snag Ears £16.99

BLACK LABELTM 
HOCKEY STICK SNAG EARS 

  Built-in Swinger attachment on snag ear plate 
for easy alarm and Swinger alignment 

  Designed for Fox Swingers to slide onto

  Ears can be unscrewed to protect them in 
transit or when they are not needed

  Rubber over-moulds on the top half are 
designed to offer protection to your rod

  Designed to work with most bite alarms, 
especially our N and M series of Microns!

  Available in two sizes: standard and XL for 
fishing with rod tips high 

  Packaging made from 100% recycled cardboard

*RRP

CBB016 Black Label Swinger Plate Snag Ears £17.99

CBB017 Black Label Swinger Plate Snag Ears XL £19.99

BLACK LABELTM 
SWINGER® PLATE SNAG EARS  

  Perfect for preventing rod from coming off 
alarm when snag fishing 

  Ears can be unscrewed to protect them in 
transit or when they are not needed

  Rubber over-moulds on the top half are 
designed to offer protection to your rod

  Designed to work with most bite alarms, 
especially our N and M series of Microns!

  Available in two sizes: standard and XL for 
fishing with rod tips high

  Packaging made from 100% recycled cardboard

*RRP

CBB005 Black Label Snag Ears £15.99

CBB008 Black Label XL Snag Ears £17.99

BLACK LABELTM 
SNAG EARS 
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Powerpoint®

Cam Lok®

CAM LOK® 
STORM POLE BANKSTICKS

  Powder-coated aluminium storm poles which are
ideal for use with Fox brollies

  Four sizes available 

  All models extend to approximately 175% 
of their original length

  Feature patented Fox Cam Lok® mechanism 

  Available in standard point and also 
Powerpoint® options

*RRP

CBS019 Cam Lok 48in (120cm)  £14.99 

CBS020 Cam Lok 36in (90cm)  £13.99 

CBS021 Cam Lok 24in (60cm)  £12.99 

CBS022 Cam Lok 16in (40cm)  £11.99 

CBS023 Powerpoint® 48in (120cm)  £15.99 

CBS024 Powerpoint® 36in (90cm)  £14.99 

CBS025 Powerpoint® 24in (60cm)  £13.99 

CBS026 Powerpoint® 16in (40cm)  £12.99 

*RRP

CBW001 1.25oz/35g £9.99

CBW002 2oz/56g £9.99

CBW003 3oz/85g £9.99

CBW004 4oz/113g £9.99

CBW005 5oz/142g £10.99

POWER GRIP BUTT REST

  Spring-loaded butt design gives exceptional grip for 
snaggy situations when you need to fish ‘locked up’

  Simply place the butt of your rod between the two 
rubber rotating heads and it will lock into position. 

  Heads grip the rod perfectly yet cause no damage to 
the blank

*RRP

CBR004 Power Grip Butt Grip £10.99

BUTT GRIPS

*RRP

CBR001 Small (Abbreviated handles) £4.25

CBR005 Medium (Skinny Cork/Duplon handles) £4.25

CBR002 Large (Full handles) £4.25
      

  Minimalist design

  Designed to be in contact with more of the rod butt’s 
surface area than standard back rests allowing for a 
firmer grip

  Available in three sizes: Small for standard abbreviated 
handles, Medium for our Skinny Cork and Skinny Duplon 
and Large for traditional diameter cork and Duplon 
handles

BUTT REST

  Similar to our rear ‘U’ Rod Rest Head but an injection 
moulded version

  Compact design

  The tight grip is ideal for snag fishing 

  Rod is released easily when lifted up

*RRP

BB2692 Butt Rest £4.49

REAR ‘U’ ROD REST HEAD
  Compact design that securely grips your rod butt

  The tight grip is ideal for snag fishing 

  Rod is released easily when lifted up

*RRP

BB7392 Rear 'U' Rod Rest Head £8.49

DUO GRIP REST
  Injection-moulded plastic rest 

  Rubber inlays allow the rods to be locked solid for 
snag fishing

  Incorporates two betalight slots

*RRP

BB5133 Duo  Grip Rear Rest £7.49

CAPTIVE BACKLEADS MK2
  Allows angler to use heavy back lead and a tighter line 
and simply release when rod is lift up

  Mechanical gate latch designed for smooth line release

  Supplied on its own winder with 10m of highly visual 
orange cord

  Backlead clips onto winder for easy storage 

  Winder can be attached to Captive Backlead Bar or 
pegged to ground via pegging hole

*RRP - Recommended retail price
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